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Havit H2042d-B gaming headphones
If  you're looking for  headphones that combine sound quality,  comfort  and gaming design,  the Havit  H2042d-B will  be an ideal  choice.
Equipped with 50-millimeter drivers, they will let you hear even the finest details of sound. The omni-directional microphone allows you
to communicate freely with other players, and the dynamic RGB backlighting will create a unique atmosphere during gaming.
 
Immerse yourself in the world of gaming
Get ready for sound that will literally transport you to the world of gaming! The Havit H2042d-B features powerful 50mm drivers that will
deliver you sound in incredible quality.  Every detail,  from subtle ambient sounds to powerful  explosions, will  be rendered in the finest
nuances, providing you with a unique sound experience.
 
Stay in touch with other players
Ready  to  conquer  the  virtual  world?  Turn  on  the  microphone  and  make  yourself  heard!  Havit  headphones  are  equipped  with  an
omni-directional microphone that perfectly eliminates ambient sound interference, focusing solely on your voice. Now you can perfectly
communicate with other players, plan strategies and command your team, achieving maximum efficiency in any game. 
 
Designed for your comfort
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The  ergonomic  design  of  the  headphones  was  created  for  hours  of  gaming  marathons.  The  soft  memory  sponge  earcups  perfectly
conform to the shape of your ears, eliminating discomfort and fatigue. Thanks to their adjustable size, you can easily adjust them to your
needs for maximum comfort during any game. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	H2042d-B
	Color
	Black
	Transducers
	Φ50 mm
	Impedance
	20Ω±15%
	Sensitivity
	114dB±3dB
	Frequency response
	20Hz-20khz
	Microphone
	∅6 x 2.7mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-38dB±3dB
	Cable length
	2,1 m
	Connection
	Wired (3.5mm audio + USB)
	Backlighting 
	Yes, RGB

Price:

€ 14.50
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